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A natural, research-backed solution for heartburn and acid reflux

khelp



Obese individuals are two times more likely to
develop GERD

Older people are more prone to developing a
severe form of heartburn

The prevalence of acid reflux and related
symptoms has increased globally by nearly 50%
over the last decade.

Many people who experience uncommon
symptoms like nighttime cough, voice changes,
or chest pain, are unaware that they have acid
reflux, allowing GERD to be undiagnosed and
symptoms to go untreated.

Current OTC treatments for acid reflux are filled
with unwanted ingredients, produce side effects,
and are unsafe during pregnancy and for long-
term use. Herbal remedies help soothe
symptoms but solutions are minimally effective.

HartSpan is on a mission to
provide natural alternative
solutions for common
health problems

Khelp Practitioner
Information

More than 60 million American adults and
45% of pregnant women suffer from
Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease (GERD),
commonly known as acid reflux
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Meet: khelp
Utilizing tried-and-true Alginate therapy,

modified to its present form for significant

improvement in clinical benefits and with clean,

pure ingredients, Khelp effectively prevents the

full spectrum of reflux symptoms. 

Acid reflux occurs when stomach acid flows

back into the esophagus. This can be due to

overproduction of stomach acid or relaxation of

the esophageal sphincter. Symptoms include

heartburn, indigestion, acid regurgitation,

nighttime cough, voice changes, sore throat,

chest pain, and inflammation of vocal cords. 

A natural, research-backed solution for heartburn and
acid reflux that is safe for pregnancy and long-term use

When Alginate comes in contact with stomach

acid, it forms a gel-like barrier that floats above

the stomach acid and prevents the stomach

acid from traveling into the esophagus. This

physical barrier mechanism is able to effectively

prevent acid reflux, solving the problem before

symptoms arise. And it does so without causing

any side effects or interfering with the stomach

acid, which is critical for digestion and gut

health.



Co-Founded and Formulated by 
Dr. James F. Lineback, MD, FCCP
A multiple board-certified pulmonary internist
with 40+ years of experience treating patients
with GERD, an early adopter of supplement
biochemistry, and Associate Clinical Professor
of Medicine at UC Riverside College of
Medicine.

Khelp is the only acid reflux solution that is
effective, proven and pregnancy safe.  

Khelp is specifically formulated to be:

* The formulation primarily comprises of Alginate to maximize efficacy and reduce dilution 

100% 
NATURAL 

HIGHEST PURITY
CERTIFIED INGREDIENTS * 

VEGANGLUTEN FREE

PREGNANCY
SAFE

NON-GMO

SAFE FOR 
LONG-TERM USE

SUSTAINABLE

We conducted a five-day nationwide study through an
independent research firm

88%

65%

Of participants 
experienced symptom relief

Of participants were
pregnant women

70%

78%

Of participants rated Khelp more
effective than their current treatment,

including prescription medication 

Signed up to purchase
Khelp at launch
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Take 2 capsules daily, 30 minutes
before bed, or anytime between the
last meal and bedtime. The gel barrier
should be intact before the patient lays
down.

If the recommended dose is
insufficient, doseage can be increased
to 3 or 4 capsules per serving.
Depending on when patients
experience symptoms (day or night),
they can take additional servings of
Khelp after meals throughout the day.
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